
UFH 

CHEST FREEZERS -80° C 

 

 

GENERAL FEATURES 
CONTROL PANEL: 

Electronic digital regulator with red luminous display, complete with min and max temperature alarms 

and with RS 485 interface. 

 WORKING TEMPERATURE: 

-80°C  

 TEMPERATURE RANGE: 

-50°C/-85°C  

 FRAME: 

totally in varnished of strong thickness to bring firmness to the aparature for a long duration in the time. 

 INTERNAL TANK: 

all the tanks are executes in stainless steel 18/8 with strong thickness and easy for cleanliness. 

 
 



PAINTING: 

with hand in eposidic found, finished with expanded poliurethane or epox, white colour frame, cover 

and grills of ventilation in blue colour. 

 COVER: 

of light blue colour with gas pistons, which by means of a simple pression of the botton placed in the 

front part of the freezer releases the lock allowing a large automatic opening of the cover. For up-right 

freezers hinges placed on the right, consist of 18/8 stainless steel and teflon lodgings to late answer and 

make easier opening. On all models key-lock is standard. Tight at ultra low temperature is granted by a 

magneted gasket which perfectly sticks on the four sides of the jamb. That gasket with help of an 

anticondensation resistance avoids ice and the consequent difficulty of opening the doors. 

 INSULATION: 

in expanded preplasticized poliurethane of high isolation qualities,average thickness mm 130 

 REFRIGERATOR PLANT: 

all our refrigerator plants are executed with a circuit of our exclusive planning with silent, hermetical 

compressors , circuits for refrigerating on refriferating ecological gas non inflammable and completely 

closed. 

 TECHNICAL FEATURES 

CODE MODEL CAPACITY 
EXT. DIMENSIONS 

mm. 

INT. DIMENSIONS 

mm. 

POWER 

WATT  

SUPPLY 

VOLT 

WEIGHT 

kg.  

01510159 UFH 50 50 1020X620X520 400X360X350 640 220/1/50 90 

01510160
UFH 

100 
100 1113X780X840 333X500X600 750 220/1/50 190 

01510161
UFH 

200 
200 1446X780X840 666X500X600 760 220/1/50 220 

01510162
UFH 

300 
300 1779X780X840 999X500X600 780 220/1/50 240 

01510163
UFH 

400 
400 2112X780X840 1332X500X600 800 220/1/50 250 

01510164
UFH 

500 
500 2445X780X840 1665X500X600 950 220/1/50 260 

 

  



STANDARD ACCESSORIES 

09920195 
  

Electronic digital regulator with red luminous display, complete with min and max 

temperature alarms and with RS 485 interface. 

00000000   Pneumatic pistons for the opening of the cover 

09915113   Safety key-lock 

09915115   Steering wheels 

 

  

 OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 

09915102 System reserve of refrigerating on CO2   

09915103   Connecting to the bottle pipe of CO2 

09910151   Remotisation of the alarm 

09915112   Hole diam. 35 mm. 

09913166   Dividing of the tank in two vanes 

09913167   Dividing of the tank in three vanes 

09910000   Storing boxes 

09940143   Recorder with weekly disc 

 
Characteristics and data can be modified without forewarning. 
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